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Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome is a term used by some in illicit drug policy to reflect the experience of 

having politicians “come out ” in favour of drug policy reform only after retirement. To date, the phenomenon has 

not been examined in any systematic manner. While discussions of the phenomenon on social media tend to be 

playful, they nevertheless express real frustration with the reluctance of privately supportive sitting politicians 

and policing officials to speak out in favour of non-punitive and/or harm reduction-oriented policies. In this 

commentary, we give an overview of the phenomenon of Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome. 

We argue that these instances of sitting officials speaking out publicly in favour of drug policy reform, as well as 

instances in which such apparent “enlightenment ” is not publicly expressed until after retirement, are potentially 

highly fruitful areas for investigation. Public positions on drug policy are invariably contoured by conditions 

of political possibility. We raise the call for both an unpacking and examination of the structural and relational 

aspects of “political will ” and “political courage ”. Sitting and retired politicians each have a role in the drug policy 

landscape, whether as lawmakers or as high-profile and often respected commentators. This commentary argues 

that a more nuanced understanding of the conditions that may support or hinder the expression of public support 

for drug policy reform by political office bearers, whether sitting or former, has implications for advocates and 

researchers invested in policy change. 
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On leaving office, many politicians have publicly expressed sup-

ort for illicit drug policy reform that centres harm reduction and

on-punitive responses that they did not proclaim while in office

 MacGregor, 2013 ). Similarly, police officials who have upheld restric-

ive drug laws and prohibition while in office have “come out ” in

avour of decriminalisation only after leaving policing ( Caldwell, 2019 ).

his has been dubbed the “Post Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome ”

 term credited to the late Dr Tomáš Zábranský ( Stevens, 2021 )

r sometimes the more wordy “Post-Retirement Drug Policy Enlight-

nment Syndrome ” highlighting its specific appearance with refer-

nce to drugs. Here, “enlightenment ” alludes to the state of having

ome to appreciate —and publicly proclaim support for —non-punitive

nd/or harm reduction-oriented drug policies. This “mysterious illness ”

 Sárosi, 2012 ) has been a source of frustration for drug policy reform

dvocates internationally. While discussions of the phenomenon on so-

ial media tend to be humorous and playful, the underpinning exas-

eration with the reticence of supportive sitting politicians and police

fficials is palpable. Some instances may be the result of drug policy “en-

ightenment ” occurring after retirement. In the alternative, there might

e something about being in office that makes speaking out in favour

f progressive drug policies difficult ( Mullin, 2009 ; Rolles, 2007 ). Yet,

eople holding political and policing office do speak out, which suggests
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he need for greater understanding of this phenomenon. Post-Retirement

nlightenment Syndrome has yet to be formally documented in the lit-

rature, despite its apparent visibility. However, as we argue, both in-

tances in which those in office are willing to speak out, as well as those

n which such “enlightenment ” is not publicly expressed until after re-

irement, suggest the need for greater understanding of the effects of

olitical structures and relationships on what is able to be said publicly.

ere, we aim to raise the need for greater examination of the structural

nd relational aspects of “political will ” and “political courage ”, the role

f office holders’ values and conviction, and how people change their

inds both while holding office and after retirement. 

Whether due to increased availability of time or greater freedom to

ct according to conscience, many vocal advocates for illicit drug pol-

cy reform are retired political and policing office holders. As Susanne

acGregor (2013) notes, among signatories to the 2011 Global Commis-

ion on Drug Policy, former politicians predominate. In some instances,

hose former office holders display radically different positions before

nd after retirement, such as former President of Poland, Aleksandr

wa ś niewski, who came out in favour of illicit drug reform after hav-

ng supported restrictive illicit drug laws while in office ( Sárosi, 2012 ).

ther instances include Amber Rudd in the UK ( Stevens, 2018 ) and in

ustralia, former Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police, Mick
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almer ( Caldwell, 2019 ). Some cases reflect shifting policy priorities not

xclusively marked by retirement: for example, Bob Carr showed a com-

lex relationship to drug policy while Premier of New South Wales in

ustralia, taking a “tough on crime ” stance, authorising the use of drug

etection dogs while also supporting a trial of the Kings Cross medically

upervised injecting centre and a cannabis cautioning scheme. Carr has

lso been vocal about the personal effects of his brother’s death follow-

ng a heroin overdose ( Law, 2018 ). But it was after retirement from state

olitics that he declared the “war on drugs ” a failure and spoke publicly

n support of the need for “de facto drug decriminalisation ”—a position

e retained as he returned to federal politics. 

These —albeit complex and diverse —examples of post-retirement ex-

ressions of support for drug policy reform suggest a variety of elements

hat may impact sitting political actors’ public positions on drug policy,

ncluding, but not limited to, the freedoms and restrictions of minis-

erial, backbencher, and or parliamentary leadership roles; the affor-

ances and limitations of particular national, parliamentary, and politi-

al cultures; the role of media attention, and personal experience. These

onsiderations also interface with others expected of political actors,

uch as instrumental attention to or strategic avoidance of particular is-

ues; the expectation of towing the “party line ”; political ambition; and

oncern with job security. 

An abundance of political biographies and extensive academic and

opular theorising have tried to divine the reasons why politicians

ake the decisions they do. Analytical literature on the personal ex-

eriences of politicians in office offer some indication of the compet-

ng priorities characterising work in the profession ( Corbett, 2015a ;

rewe, 2021 ; Reeher, 2006 ). Personal motivations, political calcula-

ions, and the constraints of party membership and Cabinet processes are

ll factors influencing the public positions taken by politicians ( Botterill

 Fenna, 2019 ; Corbett, 2015b ) including positions taken with respect to

rugs ( MacGregor, 2013 ). Several studies suggest that an official’s val-

es play a central role in adjudicating between personal, electorate and

arty values and impact the subsequent drug policy positions espoused

ublicly ( MacGregor, 2013 ; Ritter, 2020 ; Stevens & Ritter, 2013 ). Per-

onal experience also seems to have a profound effect on politicians’

iews on illicit drug policy ( MacGregor, 2017 ). However, as MacGregor

2017 , p. 267) notes, for some UK-based politicians, speaking out in

avour of such reform was “career suicide ” or, in a best-case scenario,

equired working with a resulting reputation as a “maverick ” or “in-

ependent ”. MacGregor (2013) notes that additional constraints driven

y highly charged public attitudes towards illicit drugs substantially ex-

and the political calculation made by politicians. These include fear of

he reactions of media or the public, avoiding looking “soft ” on drugs;

avigating fundamental value distinctions across multiple views on drug

se and harm; and the general public’s largely low opinion and/or lack

f experience with people who use drugs ( MacGregor, 2013 ). Positions

n drug policy may also be entangled in broader questions of political

ignalling, with populist politicians using such drug-related issues to sig-

al boundary threats, the possibility of invasion, and the opportunity to

emarcate “bad ” people from whom politicians can then keep people

afe ( Bull, 2008 ). 

One plausible explanation for the post-retirement enthusiasm for

arm reduction and non-punitive illicit drug policies is that the con-

traints of office weigh heavily. Considering the potential threats to

ne’s job security in standing up for illicit drug policy reform, it has

een suggested by some analysts that greater “political courage ” is

hus needed for a range of harm reduction reforms ( Beyrer et al.,

010 ; Chang et al., 2020 ; Fischer, 2023 ). Relatedly, other commen-

ors have called for greater “political will ” ( Dmitrieva et al., 2021 ;

acGregor, 2013 ). But what is political “will ” or “courage ”, seen as so

ital to political action? Hammergren (1998 , p. 12) calls political will

the slipperiest concept in the policy lexicon…the sine qua non of pol-

cy success which is never defined except by its absence ”. Post, Raile, &

aile, 2010 , p. 653) have described it as an ambiguous concept despite

eing “frequently invoked as a rhetorical tool in political discussions ”.
2 
aking such will or courage at its most general to mean a willingness

o act, a lack of “courage ” or “will ” can be seen in the unwillingness of

itting office holders to act or speak out despite personal support for pol-

cy reform. This is seen in instances where politicians ( Rolles, 2007 ) and

enior police ( Mullin, 2009 ) have expressed private sympathies towards

rug legalisation or decriminalisation, but these views have disappeared

hen “record ” buttons were pushed or official statements requested

 MacGregor, 2013 ). How might such apparent failures of courage or

ill best be understood? In many ways, terms such as “political courage ”

nd “political will ” can be seen as Batesonian “black box ” explanatory

rinciples —terms that appear to explain something but which amount

o little more than conventional agreements to “stop trying to explain

hings at a certain point ” ( Bateson, 2012 [1969] p.314). Rather than in-

ividualistic diagnoses of lack of “courage ” or “will ”, more productive

pproaches might look at the impacts of political systems: the aspects

f political life that disconnect those in power from their convictions

egarding illicit drug policy or that discourage greater political bravery.

Another plausible explanation for instances of shifts in retired of-

cials’ stated positions on illicit drug policy and willingness to cam-

aign for change is that after leaving office, people really do change

heir minds. This would seem to be in contrast to the widely assumed

iew that “‘[y]oung people use drugs; older people disapprove ” ( Pearson

 Shiner, 2002 , p. 75). However, the relationship between age and at-

itude towards drugs is complex, with some context-specific examples

nding older people to be more in favour of illicit drug controls and to be

ore concerned about illicit drug harms ( Cheeta et al., 2018 ), but oth-

rs showing attitudes towards the harmfulness of particular drugs hav-

ng a complicated relationship with aging and cultural change ( Pearson

 Shiner, 2002 ). Wider social changes are also likely to contribute to

uch shifts, with public attitudes to the decriminalisation of particular

rugs taking place at both national and local levels ( Duff et al., 2012 ;

elson et al., 2019 ; Siddiqui et al., 2022 ; Wanke et al., 2022 ). Cultural at-

itudes towards punitive approaches to social issues generally may also

lay a part ( Tonry, 2001 ). However, as MacGregor (2017) discusses for

olicy actors in the UK —including politicians and police —real-world

xperiences at times lead to greater support for harm reduction and

on-punitive illicit drug policy even when, as in the case of heroin de-

riminalisation, such views are not widely shared by the public. For

oliticians in particular, MacGregor (2017 , p. 266) argues that Select

ommittee involvement —with its concomitant exposure to the real-life

xperiences of people can lead to openness to and desire to advocate for

ore effective illicit drug policy. Perhaps the experiences of being in po-

itions of power enable reflections; perhaps exposure to the wide variety

f health and social policy dilemmas whilst in office provide thought-

rovoking opportunities to re-think assumptions and policy responses.

t any rate, how people change their minds seems like a crucial missing

iece of knowledge for drug policy reform advocates. 

Our focus in this commentary is to draw attention to politicians and

enior police who appear to change their position on drug policy after

etirement. Expected conclusions regarding party constraints, political

ill and courage have the potential to be complicated by closer atten-

ion to the conditions that compel support for or opposition to a par-

icular policy position. Macro political contexts shape these conditions

n particular ways. This commentary draws attention to a phenomenon

dentified in representative democracies, a location from which all au-

hors of this piece are writing. Other forms of government around the

orld necessarily create a different set of conditions and generate rich

pportunities for further research if elements are found to resonate. 

Finally, the very label “Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome ”

eserves attention and critique. The focus on “retirement ” as a pivot

oint draws into relief the myriad implicit and explicit pressures on

oliticians regarding their positions on drug policy and represents an

ttachment to a discrete moment of change. Yet it also may obscure

ngoing shifts in acceptability of ideas over time. We do not want to

oreclose considerations of change processes throughout a political life

nd recognise that sometimes there is “an idea whose time has come ”
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 Kingdon, 2003 , p. 1). The action or inaction, support or opposition,

f politicians and senior police both sitting and retired is important to

nderstand as part of a larger process that deserves fuller and more

uanced attention. Secondly, the word “enlightenment ” brings with it

he presumption of previous ignorance or misbelief, that is now recti-

ed. Reflecting the view that progressive, non-punitive and harm re-

uction policies are the correct ones, the term has to date been re-

erved for politicians and police officials who display public and thus

isible support for reform centring harm reduction principles. The op-

osite effect, where a policy actor’s opposition to non-punitive, harm

eduction-oriented policies emerges after retirement, may exist. We note

hat we have not (yet) detected any such examples. That most examples

f Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome are of actors developing

r deepening support for drug policy reform away from the historically-

ominant status quo of criminalisation may suggest that it could oper-

te as a conceptual device for advocates of drug law reform invested

n the inevitability of particular forms of harm reduction policy set-

ings. This may obscure a more holistic appraisal of drug policy attitudes

ost-retirement. The use of “syndrome ” in the term Post-Retirement

nlightenment Syndrome is a playful —though very particularly posi-

ioned —way of registering a frustration with the lack of action of politi-

ians in office. The expression does carry curious lack of interest in what

ight be the cause of such inaction. Indeed, the use of “syndrome ” in

any ways operates as another Batesonian black box, this time reliant

n a pathologising turn, and potentially further obscuring serious con-

ideration of real constraints and processes within policymaking. While

ery grateful for the identification of this phenomenon, rather than re-

aining satisfied with the diagnosis we suggest that there are potential

enefits in open-minded consideration of such phenomena. 

In conclusion, the phenomenon of Post-Retirement Enlightenment

yndrome raises interesting —and important —questions: when did such

oliticians and police officials change their minds? Did they come to of-

ce with established views in support of progressive drug policy, or did

hey encounter compelling arguments in favour of reform while in office

ut decide to stay silent? Or, for some, was “enlightenment ” truly a post-

etirement phenomenon? Regardless of when, how did such change oc-

ur? Alongside questions regarding changes of opinion, the phenomenon

lso raises questions about the willingness to stand up for drug law re-

orm: why might politicians remain silent until retirement? For those

ho did speak out in office, were there sacrifices that had to be made?

nd finally, is the term “Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome ” use-

ul? In light of the significant implications of these questions, we call for

cholarly examination of this playfully-identified phenomenon and sug-

est, amongst other questions, the following research agenda: 

1. How common is Post-Retirement Enlightenment Syndrome? Given

the anecdotal evidence that the phenomenon is not exclusive to

politicians, but also impacts senior police, are there important differ-

ences between those in elected and non-elected positions of power?

2. Is this phenomenon unique to drug policy? Or does it happen within

other policy domains? If so, what might that tell us about common

features, environments, and contexts? 

3. Is what occurs after retirement from positions of official power best

understood as a freeing up of pre-existing values and convictions, or

is there something about being in office that facilitates a change in

values? 

4. Are there particular aspects of political structures and relationships,

and the macro political conditions, that disconnect politicians from

their convictions or their values? How do particular ministerial

and/or party responsibilities affect the extent to which office holders

are able to speak from their conscience? 

5. How can we better understand and unpack “political will ” and “po-

litical courage ” while remaining attentive to their context? 

6. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, if Post-Retirement Enlighten-

ment Syndrome represents the potential for office holders to change

their minds on drug policy, how could a version that occurs before re-
3 
tirement be encouraged, such that effective and representative drug

policies become the norm? 

These questions have important implications for advocacy work that

ecognises the importance of politicians and other officials as actors in

llicit drug policy. Attention to retired officials who have changed their

inds regarding progressive drug policy has implications for advocates

nd researchers engaging with sitting politicians. It also suggests the

eed to remain attuned to the high-profile and continuing impact of

etired officials in progressive drug policy debates. 
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